Coding ideas into life_

ABOUT US
We are a motivated, young and, professional team. We founded Slabcode to fulfill/achieve big challenges;
to generate a positive impact on the industry and, contribute to the country’s development. Our group is
based on experienced, knowledgeable and qualified people in order to support troubleshooting/solve
problems in a company or any kind of organizations.
The key element in our company is our human talent. That is why, one of our priorities is to boost our staff´s
happiness and encourage their growth and wellness. In that way, we are able to develop high quality
products for our clients and their business.

MISSION

VISION

Our passion is to develop the best quality software. In
that way, we make use of the best practices in the
software engineering and the leading edge of
technology tools. We develop solutions that generate
added value to our clients' businesses, allowing them
to reduce costs and optimize their processes

We want to become market leaders in the domestic
market and have at least 10 international clients by
2022. We will be recognized and well-known
because of our quality label in every one of our
developed products. We will be strategic allies of our
clients in the pursuit of their business goals.

SERVICES

UX

USER EXPERIENCE

Due to our experience in the development of multiple mobile apps, we are aware about
the requirements to understand our user´s needs and likes. The interface design and the
user´s experience are crucial to achieve success for every app.
Specialized users interface design for mobile and web applications
A study on target group, user or ultimate consumer´s behavior and necessities
The needs and objectives of the project are defined, making it more robust.
Researching, user´s testing, interviews and agile methodologies are applied
during the developing of any project.
Research, design, evaluate and iterate with each result until a high impact project
is delivered and ready to go to market.

SERVICIOS
SERVICES

UI

USER INTERFACE

The prefect design, in line with the user´s necessities, boots the desired conversion´s
target (selling, ledas, brand positioning etc.). We apply the design guidelines, according
to project´s requirements (Web, iOS or Android) in order our users to perceive a pleasing
and usable product.
To emphasis on each stage design in order to generate unique and high impact
products.
Aesthetic is fundamental to appeal users and built loyalty thanks to the apps that
we develop.
A cutting-edge design, which allows us to stand out from the crowd of
competitors, boosts the brand positioning and remembrance.
Our product is based on the laws of the user´s experiences (Fiits Act, threshold of
Doherty, usability and aesthetic effects and Hicks' law); all the above concepts
that are little known but they are the basis for an excellent product.

SERVICES

CUSTOM SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
The core of our experience is the software development. We are a highly trained team
that has an extensive professional knowledge in every aspect of the software life cycle.
On backned, we employ technology like Node.js, .NET Core, Ruby on Rails and
Java EE. The relational databases engines that we make use of are MySQL,
PostgreSQL, SQL Server and Oracle. Moreover, we use the non-relational
database MongoDB.
Our frontend stack includes the following languages HTML, CSS and Javascript.
We work with the framework Angular, React and Vue.js in order to create Single
Page Applications that give an appropriate experience to our users.
We do native mobile development for Android ,iOS and hybrid applications using
Nativescript.

SERVICES

CONSULTANCY
We are your strategic ally to support you in the adoption and generation of IT policies for
your organization, the incorporation of a new technology, the old system migration or
your data. We analyze problems, strengths, weaknesses and opportunities in your
business ecosystem to define a roadmap in your technological transformation.
Defining of a technological transformation plan according to the client's needs
Human talent training to promote the adoption of new technologies
Continuous work and permanent support that allow to achieve the proposed goals

SERVICES

OUTSOURCING TI
We have at your disposal trained professionals who develop and implement the technological
projects that your company requires to face today's changing challenges. According to your
needs, we are able to assemble a complete work team in order to carry out the entire project or
complement your internal team with the profiles you need. Whether we work in our facilities or
yours, you will always count at with the accompaniment of a project manager and our technical
leaders. These are the professional profiles that we put at your service:
Graphic designer SEMI-SENIOR

SENIOR

A professional who has an extensive knowledge and long career in the web and
mobile applications design, UX / UI conception, application flows and user´s
experiences designing. This person has proficiency in designing tools such as Suite
Adobe, Figma, and other project management platforms focused on the user.
Backend developer SEMI-SENIOR

SENIOR

A long career and experience developer in backend development and technical
knowledge of the entire software development life cycle. This professional has a wide
understanding of relational and non-relational databases and is an expert in using
Backend technologies (Nodejs, Ruby On Rails, Django, .Net Core.) This professional
also specializes in the design, conception and construction of RESTful APIs.

Frontend developer

SEMI-SENIOR

SENIOR

A long career and experience developer in frontend development and technical
knowledge of the entire software development life cycle. This professional has an
extensive knowledge of HTML5, CSS3, Javascript and Typescript, and the use of
one or more Javascript-based Frontend frameworks (Vue.js, React, Angular). This
profile has knowledge of UX / UI that allows us to implement interfaces with great
functionality and excellent user experience.
Full stack developer SEMI-SENIOR

SENIOR

A developer who has a long career in backend development, this person also gets
technical knowledge of of the entire software development life cycle. Besides, He or
she has solid knowledge of relational databases and does not relational and is an
expert in using one or more Backend technologies (Nodejs, Ruby On Rails, Django,
.Net Core.). Moreover, this professional is able to create RESTful API and possesses
knowledge of HTML5, CSS3, Javascript and Typescript languages; He or she make
use of a Frontend framework based on Javascript (Vue.js, React, Angular) and have
essential UX / UI knowledge that allows you to implement interfaces with a excellent
user experience.
Native Android Developer SEMI-SENIOR

SENIOR

A developer who has a long career in mobile development and advanced knowledge
of the entire software development life cycle. He or she possesses a wide
understanding of the Android Operating System and the construction/creation of
mobile applications using the Java or Kotlin languages for that system and how to
handle Android Studio IDE.

Native iOS developer SEMI-SENIOR

SENIOR

A developer with extensive background and experience in mobile development and
advanced knowledge of the entire software development life cycle. This professional
gets extensive knowledge of the iOS operating system and building mobile
applications using the Switch or Objective-C languages for this system; as well as,
the handling of the Xcode IDE.
Hybrid mobile developer

SEMI-SENIOR

SENIOR

A developer with extensive background and experience in hybrid mobile
development and advanced knowledge of the entire software development life cycle.
He possesses extensive knowledge of NativeScript technology with Angular for
building hybrid applications that compile native components of Android and iOS. He
or she also knows the main implications that are derived from hybrid development of
a mobile application and has essential knowledge of native development in Android
and iOS and the use of native components.
Technical leader
This person has extensive experience of project management and software
development. He or she owns solid knowledge of areas such as software
architecture, backend, frontend and infrastructure, which allows the user to make the
best implementation and design decisions to ensure project success. This
professional gets the ability/leadership capabilities to lead, work in teams and solve
problems. These abilities are suitable for facing highly complex problems.

Requirements analyst
An engineer with knowledge in the collection of functional and non-functional
requirements, and in the generation of technical documentation such as architectural
diagrams, application diagrams, entity relationship models, data dictionaries, among
others.
Testing specialist
Engineer specialized in testing in software development projects under traditional
approach or the agile approach. He or she is aware of the importance of performing
tests at various levels to the software developed to ensure its suitability and by this is
a priority to work as a team with the project leader and developers. He or she is an
expert in designing and executing automated unit testing, integration testing,
acceptance testing and UI testing.
Database administrator
Engineer with extensive knowledge and experience in handling relational databases
such as SQL Server and Oracle, or non-relational ones such as MongoDB and
Cassandra. He or she is responsible for ensuring the availability of the information
required by an organization's business processes. This professional has the ability to
modify the data structure according to the requirements of development, implement
information security policies and create strategies of recovery in case of serious or
catastrophic failures. The application of IC/CD technologies such as Docker and
Jenkins, result in obtaining products in less time and with a superior quality.

DevOps Engineer
Professional with a wide experience in the incorporation of automation processes
Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment (CI/CD) to optimize workflows within
a software development project. The application of IC/CD technologies such as Docker
and Jenkins, result in obtaining products in less time and with a higher quality.
Software architect
A professional with extensive skills in software development and leadership of projects.
He or she is capable of the importance of performing crucial design decisions to achieve
project targets and ensure future growth, maintenance and scalability. This person also
knows the best technologies for each particular challenge, as well as the most
appropriate work methodologies so that the resulting software meets all the expected
functional and non-functional requirements.
Data scientist
A professional in processing large volumes of data (Big Data), which usually come from
different data sources. This person is capable of correlating them, finding patterns and
producing high-value information for a project or organization, so that they are a vital input
in the decision-making process. This expert uses analysis tools like PowerBI, Tableau,
and knows programming languages like R and Python.

SUCCESS STORIES

SOFI
The first medical social network in Colombia, in which doctors can solve real
clinical cases to test their knowledge, interact with other professionals and
participate in discussions on various fields of medicine. SOFI is a responsive
web application and is also available as an Android and iOS application.

SUCCESS STORIES

AUTOMUNDIAL
For this market leader in tire management, administration and fleets of heavy
vehicles, we have carried out three successful projects. During two years we
worked together with their in-house development team to create ATWPlus, the
most advanced information system for management of this type of business. We
also developed an application complementary hybrid mobile that allows
operators to work without internet in remote locations. Finally we designed and
built their new website e-commerce with a renewed corporate image.

SUCCESS STORIES

CALES
“Los Centros de Apoyo Logistic de Evaluación” (Evaluation Logistics Support
Centers) will be soon the only authorized places in the country to take practical
and theoretical driving test that are required to obtain a driver's license. The
coming into operation of these centers contemplated the implementation of a
robust technological solution that provides biometric identification of applicants
and instructors, an administration web application, an application to perform the
theoretical exams and a mobile application with which Instructors may grade
practice driving tests.

SUCCESS STORIES

PRIME ENERGIA COLOMBIA
We developed a mobile application for Prime Energía Colombia, which aimed
to reinforce the social distancing measures in the Termoflores plant in the city
of Barranquilla to prevent possible COVID19 infections among the operators,
workers, customers, visitors and suppliers. Via Bluetooth, a record is kept of
the duration and minimum distance of contacts that occur between people, so
that users can be notified if they have had contact with someone who is
infected or has the symptoms.

SUCCESS STORIES

COLEGIO NOGALES
We designed and built the new website for Colegio Los Nogales due to that the
previous one had several shortcomings in terms of usability, experience and ease
management from School. The new site has been in operation for one year and
has been well received by both the educational community and people from the
College in charge of managing the content. We have provided continuous
support to the website and the deployment server, which has allowed solving
problems in a fast and timely way, thus minimizing possible negative impacts on
the school's activities.

SUCCESS STORIES

VIRTUAL PORTFOLIO
Slabcode was founded by engineers from the Universidad Nacional de
Colombia, one of the most important educational institutions in the country which
is also ranked as one of the best in Latin America. We built a web application for
our alma mater that allows students to search for housing options in Bogotá and
find the perfect stay during their studies. It also allows teachers and other
members of the educational community to search for hotels nearby the campus.

OUR CLIENTS

COLEGIO LOS NOGALES

